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Abstract—Lattice-based cryptography, as an active branch of post-quantum cryptography (PQC), has drawn great attention from
side-channel analysis researchers in recent years. Despite the various side-channel targets examined in previous studies, detail on
revealing the secret-dependent information efficiently is less studied. In this paper, we propose adaptive EM side-channel attacks with
carefully constructed ciphertexts on Kyber, which is a finalist of NIST PQC standardization project. We demonstrate that specially
chosen ciphertexts allow an adversary to modulate the leakage of a target device and enable full key extraction with a small number of
traces through simple power analysis. Compared to prior research, our techniques require fewer traces and avoid building complex
templates. We practically evaluate our methods using both a reference implementation and the ARM-specific implementation in pqm4
library. For the reference implementation, we target the leakage of the output of the inverse NTT computation and recover the full key
with only four traces. For the pqm4 implementation, we develop a message-recovery attack that leads to extraction of the full secret key
with between eight and 960 traces, depending on the compiler optimization level. We discuss the relevance of our findings to other
lattice-based schemes and explore potential countermeasures.

Index Terms—Lattice-based cryptography, Kyber, side-channel analysis, chosen-ciphertext attack.
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1 INTRODUCTION

INVENTED in 1970s, Public-Key Cryptography (PKC)
made it possible to establish a shared key between two

parties communicating over a public channel without using
a prior shared secret. Since then, PKC research has resulted
in Public-Key Encryption (PKE), key agreement and digital
signature schemes. The most widely used PKC algorithms
are the RSA and Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). The
security of these two cryptosystems relies on the hardness
of the integer factorization and discrete logarithm problems
respectively. These problems are presumed to be compu-
tationally infeasible to solve using traditional computers.
However, Shor’s algorithm [1] can solve these problems in
polynomial time and thus break the RSA and ECC efficiently
using a large-scale quantum computer. Rapid advancement
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in quantum computing in recent years have made the de-
velopment of small-scale quantum computers possible [2].
Many scientists anticipate that large-scale quantum com-
puters able to break RSA and ECC will be feasible within
the next 20 years [3]. If such quantum computers are ever
built, they will completely destroy the present-day public-
key infrastructure. Hence, we need next-generation PKC
algorithms that cannot be broken by quantum computers.

Post-Quantum Cryptography (PQC) refers to the de-
sign and analysis of cryptographic algorithms based on
computational problems that are presumed to be unsolv-
able using both traditional and quantum computers. De-
pending on the underlying mathematical problem, PQC
schemes can be classified into 5 categories: code-based,
hash-based, lattice-based, multivariate-based and super-
singular isogeny-based. To standardize PQC, the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) initiated the
PQC standardization in 2017 and called for proposals. The
shortlist of Round 3 in the standardization was announced
in July 2020: 7 finalists were selected from 26 candidates in
Round 2. As one of the finalists, Kyber [4] is regarded as
one of the most promising Key Encapsulation Mechanism
(KEM) schemes [5].

Ongoing mathematical cryptanalysis efforts by the cryp-
tography community have strengthened confidence in the
security of existing PQC candidates. As PQC will be de-
ployed on a wide range of computing platforms, it is ex-
tremely important that the candidates are also scrutinized
for their resistance against physical cryptanalysis, e.g., Side-
Channel Analysis (SCA). In this paper, we analyze a lattice-
based KEM Kyber and propose practical and efficient side-
channel attacks to recover the long-term secret key.
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1.1 Related Work

Chosen-Ciphertext Attack (CCA) on IND-CPA PKE There
have been several Chosen-Ciphertext Attacks [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10] on lattice-based IND-CPA PKE schemes. These
attacks aim to recover the reused or long-term secret key
by exploiting the presence of a plaintext checking oracle [9].
The attacker sends ciphertexts to a decryption algorithm
and queries the oracle to learn if the guesses about the de-
crypted messages are correct. In this attack, the ciphertexts
are crafted in such a way that the responses generated by
the oracle can help the attacker discern the secret key.

Lattice-based IND-CPA schemes can be made secure
against CCA by being transformed into IND-CCA schemes
with the help of a post-quantum variant of the Fujisaki-
Okamoto (FO) transformation [11]. This transformation
performs a re-encryption of the decrypted message and
compares the computed ciphertext with the received ci-
phertext. Due to this matching, any malformed ciphertext
gets detected and thereafter the decrypted message is not
outputted, thus disabling the existence of a theoretical
plaintext checking oracle. All lattice-based schemes that
have proceeded to Round 2 of NIST’s PQC project apply
FO transformation and hence they are not vulnerable to
mathematical secret-key recovery attacks of the above type.
Secret-key Recovery via SCA Although the existing lattice-
based PKC schemes are resistant against known mathe-
matical cryptanalytic attacks, their security against poten-
tial physical cryptanalysis is yet to be studied in depth.
Realistically, lattice-based schemes will be used in many
applications where the biggest threats will appear from in-
vasive or noninvasive side-channel attackers. For example,
D’Anvers et al. [12] demonstrated a long-term key-recovery
attack on the IND-CCA LAC [13] PKE scheme by exploiting
timing leakage from its nonconstant-time decapsulation. In
their attack, carefully constructed ciphertexts were sent to
the decryption of LAC such that, depending on the value
of a targeted secret-coefficient, a nonconstant-time error
correction code was called conditionally to rectify any error
in the decrypted message. Although LAC is resistant against
mathematical CCA, the timing leakage from the decryp-
tion opens a plaintext-checking oracle to an attacker. Ravi
et al. [14] demonstrated a more powerful generic Electro-
Magnetic (EM) side-channel assisted long-term key recovery
attack technique on several lattice-based PKEs and KEMs
(constant-time) that have proceeded to Round 2 of the
standardization. However, a large number of EM traces (i.e.,
sequences of measurements over time of electromagnetic
emanations from the cryptographic equipment) are still
needed for some KEMs, e.g., full key recovery from Ky-
ber512 needs around 7,680 traces [14]. This motivated us to
investigate more efficient and practical side-channel assisted
key-recovery attacks targeting lattice-based schemes.

Other side-channel attacks on lattice-based public-key
cryptosystems include template attack [15], [16] (a kind of
power analysis which matches the templates built by the
statistical information of lots of traces to the actual traces) by
Primas et al. [17] and horizontal Differential Power Analysis
(DPA) attack by Aysu et al. [18]. Recently, Huang et al. [19]
applied several power analysis methods to recover the pri-
vate key from NTRU-Prime [20]. Most of these attacks target

primitive computations, such as polynomial multiplications,
where the long-term secret key is used as an operand.
Message Recovery via SCA Another set of side-channel
assisted attacks target message recovery from lattice-based
PKEs or KEMs. Such attacks could potentially be used
to perform session-key recovery. Amiet et al. [21] demon-
strated a message-recovery attack based on leakage from
the encoding function of a reference implementation of
NewHope [22]. Ravi et al. [23] proposed methods to per-
form message recovery from vulnerabilities in the message
decoding procedure of several lattice-based schemes. Their
attack can be turned into a single-trace message-recovery at-
tack if a large number of traces can be collected to build side-
channel templates. However, apart from the fact that tem-
plate attacks require access to a profiling device (identical
to the target device) and that a large profiling trace set has
to be recorded, they also frequently suffer from problems
around “portability” of templates: small differences due to
e.g., manufacturing tolerances or environmental factors can
cause reductions in the ability of template attacks to recover
correct values [24]. Substantial efforts are thus often needed
to correct these problems [25].

All these attacks show that there are many vulnerabilities
in lattice-based PKC schemes, and furthermore they give a
strong indication that more potential vulnerabilities are yet
to be discovered. Hence, we believe that further study is
essential in this area to discover more vulnerabilities such
that necessary countermeasures can be developed to make
lattice-based PKC secure for real-world deployment.
Problem Although many potential targets within lattice-
based KEMs have been identified in previous studies, there
is little detailed research on how to efficiently reveal the
secret-dependent information. In this paper, we aim to in-
vestigate whether EM side-channel attacks with few mea-
surements can be used to efficiently extract the long-term
secret key from the lattice-based KEM Kyber. In particular,
we consider the question whether attacks can be improved
or enabled by choosing appropriate ciphertexts.

1.2 Contributions

In this paper, we present practical side-channel assisted
Chosen-Ciphertext Attacks on IND-CCA Kyber KEM. We
utilize chosen ciphertexts to reveal the data dependence
between secret information and side-channel leakage, then
recovering the secret key within a small number of traces
(between four and 960). We focus on Simple Power Analysis
(SPA) [26]-like methods that avoid the need for constructing
typical complex templates, thus preventing the associated
portability issues. In particular, we propose the following:

1) We show how to construct special ciphertexts such
that we can modulate side-channel leakage from the
device under test and efficiently classify a targeted secret
coefficient using an adaptive strategy within a small
number of traces.

2) We experimentally validate the attack techniques, first
targetting the PQClean reference C implementation of
Kyber. We observe that several functions leak secret-
dependent information through EM emanation. Using
only four specially crafted ciphertexts, we can recover
the entire secret key through SPA.
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3) We then target the ARM-specific implementation of
Kyber from the pqm4 library, which does not expose the
same strong leakage as the reference implementation.
However, we find that the decrypted message can be
recovered from a small number of traces with SPA. We
show how message recovery, together with specifically
chosen ciphertexts, can be used to fully recover the
secret key. Depending on the compiler optimization
level, this attack can recover the full long-term secret
key with between 8 (-O0) and 960 traces (-O3).

Finally, we also discuss countermeasures, such as dis-
carding ciphertexts with a special structure or low entropy,
which could possibly provide indication of an attack.

All the experiments for the reference implementation
and ARM-specific implementation of Kyber used the pqm4
library commits c32bcd0 and 84c5f91 respectively. We
provide our datasets and code under the following links:
https://dx.doi.org/10.21227/qbxp-ze66, https://mega.nz/
folder/MkRzwSTY#2LB6tjudCQBExGp4L3ussg

1.3 Organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce our notation and the mathematical
background. In Section 3, we present our chosen-ciphertext
SPA on a “clean” reference implementation of Kyber, while
in Section 4 we focus on attacks on highly optimized ARM
implementations. We conclude in Section 5, discussing ex-
tension and potential countermeasures.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section we briefly describe mathematical background
and define notations necessary to understand this paper.

2.1 Notations
Let q be a prime and Zq be the ring of integers mod-
ulo q. Centered modular reduction is represented as r′ =
r mod±q where r′ ∈ [−(q − 1)/2, (q − 1)/2]. Whereas, the
modular reduction r′ = r mod+q means r′ ∈ [0, q − 1].
We define the ring of polynomials Rq = Zq[x]/〈xN + 1〉,
for some integer N , typically a power of two. Thus the
polynomials have N coefficients where each coefficient is
modulo q. Similarly,Rk×lq denotes the ring of k× l-matrices
over any ring Rq . A one-dimensional matrix is called a
vector. The transpose of a vector or a matrix is represented
using the superscript T . A single polynomial is represented
using a normal-font lowercase letter (such as a), a vector
of polynomials is represented using a bold-font lowercase
letter (such as a), and a matrix of polynomials is represented
using a bold-font capital letter (such as A). Multiplication
in any ring is denoted using · operator whereas point-wise
multiplication is denoted using ◦ operator. For a polynomial
a, the i-th coefficient is represented as a [i], and the i-
th component of a vector is denoted as ai. The Number
Theoretic Transform (NTT) of any element a is represented
as â. For an element x ∈ Q, we use dxc to present the
closest integer to x; the fractional part of x is rounded up.
The uniform distribution is denoted as U , and a centered
binomial distribution with parameter µ is denoted as βµ.
We use the notations a ← U (or βµ) to denote that the

coefficients of a are randomly sampled from U (or βµ). For
side-channel measurements (“traces”), we refer to a single
trace i as pi (t), where t is discretized time in sample points.

2.2 Module Learning with Errors Problem
The Learning with Errors (LWE) problem, introduced by
Regev [27] in 2005, is a mathematical problem that has
been used as a foundation for a large number of lattice-
based cryptosystems. The LWE problem is presumed to be
computationally infeasible to solve for both classical and
quantum computers. An LWE distribution consists of tuples
of the form (

a, b = aT · s + e
)
∈ Zk×1q × Zq, (1)

where the secret vector s ← βµ(Zk×1q ) is fixed for all
samples, uniformly random a← U(Zk×1q ) is fresh, and error
e← βµ(Zq) is also fresh. The decisional LWE problem states
that it is computationally infeasible to distinguish uniformly
random samples (a, u) ← U(Zk×1q × Zq) from the LWE
samples in (1). The search LWE problem asks to compute
the secret s with given several LWE samples.

A module version of the LWE problem, known as the
Module Learning with Errors (MLWE), uses the polynomial
ring Rq instead of the integer ring Zq . Thus, an MLWE
distribution consists of tuples of the form(

a, b = aT · s + e
)
∈ Rk×1q ×Rq, (2)

where a is a vector of randomly generated polynomials
in Rq , s is a secret vector of polynomials in Rq of which
the coefficients are sampled from βµ, and e is an error
polynomial whose coefficients are sampled from βµ. The
decision and search LWE problem over standard lattices can
be extended to the decision and search MLWE problem over
module lattices. Module lattices have been used to construct
flexible and secure PKEs and KEMs such as Kyber [28],
Saber [29] and a signature scheme Dilithium [30]. Since we
conduct SCAs on Kyber, in the following subsection, we
briefly describe the Kyber KEM algorithm.

2.3 Kyber
Kyber [4] is an MLWE-based IND-CCA KEM that has pro-
ceeded to the third round of the NIST’s PQC standardiza-
tion project. It comes with three variants namely Kyber512,
Kyber768 and Kyber1024 targeting security levels similar to
AES-128, AES-192 and AES-256 respectively. The variants
perform arithmetic operations in a fixed polynomial ring
Rq = Zq/(x256 + 1) where q = 3329 is a prime; they
use the module dimensions k = 2, 3 and 4 to achieve the
three security levels. Additionally, the variants use the same
binomial distributions with parameter µ = 2. In this section
we briefly describe the algorithms that are at the core of
Kyber. For a full description of Kyber, readers are referred
to the original specification of Kyber [28].

The IND-CCA Kyber KEM is based on the IND-CPA Ky-
ber PKE with the application of a post-quantum variant of
the FO transformation [11]. Simplified versions of the IND-
CPA encryption and decryption algorithms are presented
in Alg. 1 and Alg. 2 respectively. The encryption operation
takes a public key pk, a binary message m, and a random

https://dx.doi.org/10.21227/qbxp-ze66
https://mega.nz/folder/MkRzwSTY#2LB6tjudCQBExGp4L3ussg
https://mega.nz/folder/MkRzwSTY#2LB6tjudCQBExGp4L3ussg
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Algorithm 1 Kyber.CPAPKE.Enc (pk ,m, r) [28]

1: ÂT = XOF(seedA) ∈ Rk×kq /*pk = (seedA ‖ t̂)*/
2: r← βµ(Rk×1q ; r)
3: e1 ← βµ(Rk×1q ; r); e2 ← βµ(Rq; r)
4: r̂ = NTT (r) ∈ Rk×1q

5: u = NTT−1
(
ÂT ◦ r̂

)
+ e1 ∈ Rk×1q

6: v = NTT−1
(
t̂T ◦ r̂

)
+ Decompressq (Decode1 (m) , 1)

+ e2 ∈ Rq
7: c1 = Encodedu

(
Compressq (u, du)

)
8: c2 = Encodedv

(
Compressq (v, dv)

)
/*k = 2, du = 10 and dv = 3 for Kyber512*/

9: return c = (c1 ‖ c2)

Algorithm 2 Kyber.CPAPKE.Dec (sk, c) [28]
1: u = Decompressq (Decodedu (c1))
2: v = Decompressq (Decodedv (c2))
3: ŝ = Decode (sk)
4: m =

Encode1
(

Compressq

(
v −NTT−1

(
ŝT ◦NTT (u)

)
, 1
))

5: return m

Algorithm 3 Kyber.CCAKEM.Enc (pk) [28]

1: m← U({0, 1}256)
2: m = H (m)
3:
(
K̄, r

)
= G (m ‖ H (pk))

4: c = Kyber.CPAPKE.Enc (pk, m, r)
5: K = KDF

(
K̄ ‖ H (c)

)
6: return (c, K)

Algorithm 4 Kyber.CCAKEM.Dec (c, skKEM) [28]
1: m′ = Kyber.CPAPKE.Dec (sk, c)
2:
(
K̄ ′, r′

)
:= G (m′ ‖ H(pk))

3: c′ = Kyber.CPAPKE.Enc (pk, m′, r′)
4: if c = c′ then
5: return K = KDF

(
K̄ ′ ‖ H (c)

)
6: else
7: return K = KDF (z ‖ H (c)) /*z is pseudorandom */
8: end if

coin r as inputs. The public key is a concatenation of a
random seed seedA, and a vector t̂ of polynomials. In line 1
of Alg. 1, the random seed is expanded using an Extendable
Output Function (XOF) to generate the matrix Â directly in
the NTT domain. Next, two vectors of polynomials r and e1
are sampled from a centered binomial distribution βµ, and
in line 4 the NTT of r is computed. Since both ÂT and r
are in the NTT domain, the matrix-vector multiplication in
line 5 is a coefficient-wise operation. Thereafter, an inverse
NTT is required before the error vector e1 is addedto the
result of matrix-vector multiplication. In line 6, the binary
message string is encoded into a message polynomial and
then added to the result of polynomial-vector multiplication
t · r (efficiently computed using NTT) along with an error
polynomial e2. Finally, the ciphertext consists of two com-
ponents c1 and c2 that are derived from u and v.

The IND-CPA decryption (Alg. 2) receives a ciphertext

c and the secret key. u and v are computed from c1 and
c2 respectively. In line 4, the secret polynomial-vector is
multiplied by the polynomial-vector u and the result is
eventually brought back to the time-domain by performing
inverse NTT. Finally, the message, which is a binary string,
is recovered by performing coefficient-wise compression
and encoding.

The IND-CPA encryption and decryption algorithms are
developed into IND-CCA encapsulation and decapsulation
with the application of a post-quantum variant of the FO
transformation in Alg. 3 and Alg. 4 respectively. The FO
transformation steps use two hash functions G and H and a
Key Derivation Function (KDF). The encapsulation returns
an IND-CCA ciphertext c and a session key K .

The decapsulation takes a ciphertext c and the KEM
secret key skKEM (skKEM = (sk ‖ pk ‖ H(pk) ‖ z)) as inputs.
The IND-CPA decryption is used to obtain the decrypted
message m′. Next, the decrypted message is re-encrypted
using the public key pk and the re-encrypted ciphertext is c′.
Now, the received ciphertext c and re-encrypted ciphertext
c′ are compared to detect a CCA. If the received ciphertext
is genuine, then a session key K is returned from the KDF.
Otherwise, a pseudorandom string is returned.

2.4 Adversary Model
The function of a KEM is to negotiate a shared session key
between two parties that can be used for future symmetric
encryption. The secret key used for decapsulation is usually
stored locally. Once the long-term secret key is leaked, the
entity is at risk of being impersonated, and confidentiality
is lost as well.

The attack target is the core secret key s in the decryption
phase during decapsulation. Note that the coefficients of
polynomials in s are sampled from a binomial distribution
and their values range from −2 to 2 only.

For all the attacks, we assume an adversary who can: .
1) Collect a number of EM traces during the decapsulation

from the target device;
2) Locate the sub-trace related to secret-dependent target

operation1;
3) Forge the ciphertexts (by only running lines 7-8 in

Alg. 1) and repeatedly request decapsulation of arbi-
trary malicious ciphertext c;

4) Use an adaptive strategy [31], [32] to choose ciphertexts
according to previous response (i.e., EM trace) from the
target device.

The specific target operations are shown in Fig. 1.

2.5 Experimental Setup
For all subsequent experiments, we compiled and ran the
pqm4 target implementations on an STM32F407G discov-
ery development board. The STM32 chip runs at a clock
frequency of 168 MHz. We use a PicoScope 6404C digital
oscilloscope with a Langer RF-U 5-2 H-field probe to record
EM traces at a fixed position over the Microcontroller (µC)

1. In order to simplify the process of finding the relevant sub-
trace, we set the trigger signal in the source code of target operation
beforehand and connected the signal to the oscilloscope through the
device’s GPIO pin. The attacker could also use other triggers such as
EM patterns or timing.
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Fig. 1. Target operations (NTT−1 and Decode) in decapsulation (red:
secret parameters; blue: public parameters).

Fig. 2. Target position on victim device.

(Fig. 2). A ZFL-1000LN+ low-noise amplifier between the
probe and oscilloscope amplifies the signal by 20 dB. Our
traces are originally sampled at 2.5 GHz, then digitally
downsampled to 500 MHz before analysis. We used the
original implementations of pqm4 [33], with the only ad-
dition being a trigger to simplify the recording of traces. In
some cases, we averaged across multiple traces of the same
ciphertext to reduce the impact of measurement noise, as
detailed in the following.

3 SPA OF KYBER REFERENCE IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we analyze the “clean” reference implemen-
tation [33] of Kyber from a side-channel perspective. More
precisely, recent versions of pqm4 include the PQClean
library as a submodule that provides independent and
portable C implementations of the supported algorithms.
We show that we can mount an SPA using few traces for
successful recovery of the long-term secret key. For our
initial analysis, we run the Kyber512 KEM (compiled with
maximal optimization -O3) and set the coefficients of the
first half of the secret key s0 (where s = (s0, s1) for
Kyber512) as follows:

s0[i] =



−2, for i = 0, 1, . . . , 49;

−1, for i = 50, 51, . . . , 99;

0, for i = 100, 101, . . . , 155;

1, for i = 156, 157, . . . , 205;

2, for i = 206, 207, . . . , 255.

Fig. 3 shows traces of the final part of decryption, begin-
ning with the final step of the inverse NTT, for two choices
of u and v. This initial test shows that several functions in
the decryption leak the secret-key coefficients: in the middle
trace in Fig. 3, one can easily visually distinguish among
classes of the coefficient values ({−2, −1}, 0 and {1, 2}). In
the following, we analyze the relevant functions in detail
and show how a chosen-ciphertext SPA can be constructed
to exploit this leakage and recover the full secret key.

Fig. 3. EM traces of Kyber-CPAPKE decryption on the STM32F407G.
Top, blue: uT = (0, 0), v = 0; middle, red: uT = (55, 0), v = 0;
bottom, purple: difference between top and middle trace.

3.1 SPA of Modular Reduction in Inverse NTT

In this section, we focus on the output of the inverse NTT in
Kyber, i.e., line 4 in Alg. 2:

NTT−1
(

NTT
(
sT
)
◦NTT (u)

)
:= sT ◦ u mod±q, (3)

where sT = (s0, s1) and uT = (u0, u1) for Kyber512. The
final step of inverse NTT performs coefficient-wise modular
multiplications with a constant (zetas_inv[127] = 1441). For
example, the reference implementation of Kyber performs
integer multiplication followed by Montgomery reduction2

(mod±q) using the fqmul() function as shown in Listing 1.

1 void PQCLEAN_KYBER512_CLEAN_invntt(int16_t poly[256]) {
2 ...
3 for (j = 0; j < 256; ++j) {
4 poly[j] = fqmul(poly[j], zetas_inv[127]);
5 }
6 }

Listing 1. Final step of NTT in reference C implementation
Points of Interest (PoI) We consider the part of the trace

belonging to the execution of fqmul(), i.e., the first region
in Fig. 3. First, we determine the PoI. Based on our profiling,
we select downward peaks (cf. Fig. 4), i.e., 256 local minima,
in the trace as the PoI as we observe significant variance of
each peak for different secret coefficient values. As fqmul()
is invoked coefficient-by-coefficient, each of such peaks cor-
responds to one coefficient of the secret key.

Leakage Model We find that the trace at PoIi is approx-
imately proportional to the Hamming Weight (HW) of the
output of the i-th invocation of fqmul(), as shown in the
following standard HW leakage model:

|p (PoIi)| ≈ a×HW
((

sT · u mod±q
)

[i]
)

+N ,

where a is a scaling factor and N is a Gaussian noise term.
Preliminary Idea Whilst fqmul() employs a constant-

time Montgomery reduction, the EM trace allows an adver-
sary to exploit the data dependency. However, as is evident
from Fig. 3, the leakage is only visible upon certain u and
v. Hence, the adversary has to craft appropriate values to
make the secret key “visible” to SPA. In the following, we
explore in detail how such values can be constructed.

2. https://github.com/PQClean/PQClean/blob/8db3ba/crypto_k
em/kyber512/clean/reduce.c#L17

https://github.com/PQClean/PQClean/blob/8db3ba/crypto_kem/kyber512/clean/reduce.c#L17
https://github.com/PQClean/PQClean/blob/8db3ba/crypto_kem/kyber512/clean/reduce.c#L17
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Fig. 4. Leakage for different output HWs of fqmul() at PoI.

From Fig. 3 with uT = (55, 0), we can distinguish
among the classes {−2, −1}, 0 and {1, 2}. However, that
does not reveal the whole key, e.g., coefficients of −2 and
−1 cannot be distinguished. Our first intuition is to choose
uT = (1, 0). As fqmul() computes sT ◦ u mod±q =
(s0 · u0 + s1 · u1) mod±q, the output is in this case equal
to s0. This would directly reveal half of the secret key.
However, this intuition of setting the polynomials of u to
any chosen constant is not valid in practice as the derivation
of u from a ciphertext follows a special structure that allows
the coefficients to have values in a certain range. Hence, we
need a better strategy for crafting the chosen ciphertexts.

Constructing Chosen Ciphertexts First, note that u and
v are never exchanged directly; during encryption they
are compressed and then encoded (Alg. 1) as ciphertext c.
During decryption (Alg. 2), u and v are computed by de-
compressing the received ciphertext. Since the compression
causes data loss, the decompression of ciphertext produces
approximations of u and v only. In detail, the coefficient-
wise compression and decompression functions in Kyber
work as follows (we denote the compressed u as uc):

uc = Compressq (u, du) =

⌈
2du

q
u

⌋
mod+2du ,

u′ = Decompressq (uc, du) =
⌈ q

2du
uc
⌋
.

Due to data loss, the u from encryption (Alg. 1) might
produce a different u′ in decryption (Alg. 2). Furthermore,
one can see that the coefficients of the decompressed poly-
nomials in u′ cannot have a value 1. Only for a subset
U =

{⌈
(3329/210) · i

⌋
: i = 0, 1, . . . , 1023

}
of Zq , we can

have a bijection between u and u′. Similarly, for v, bijection
works in the subset V =

{⌈
(3329/23) · i

⌋
: i = 0, 1, . . . , 7

}
.

Set U (or V ) is the fixed points set under the map f(z) =
Decompress (Compress (z)), where z is an integer from 0 to
3328. It is also the set of all possible coefficient values for u
(or v) in Alg. 2. Selecting the numbers in this set allows us to
ignore the effects of compression and decompression, which
simplifies the analysis: the u and v chosen by the adversary
in Alg. 1 is exactly the ones to be called by Decryption in
Alg. 4. Hence, for all following attacks (schemes in Section 3
and Section 4), we create the coefficients of malicious cipher-
texts from U and V only.

Selecting Appropriate Chosen Ciphertexts After ensur-
ing that the chosen u and v properly “propagate” through
compression and decompression, we need to select special

Fig. 5. HWs for all possible choices of u0[0] ∈ U and scoeff either
{−2, −1} (red), 0 (black), or {1, 2} (blue). Case for u0[0] = 55.

values for u0 and u1 with coefficients from U to distinguish
different coefficients in the secret key. In the following we
discuss recovering the first secret-key polynomial s0 only
as the recovery of s1 will be a straightforward repetition of
the attack steps. We set u1 to 0 to remove the influence of
s1 on the output of fqmul(). In addition, we only keep
the constant term of u0 so that the output value is only
determined by the corresponding key coefficient value.

Let us denote the constant coefficient of u0 by u0[0].
We first observe that for some choices, e.g., u0[0] = 2324,
we obtain a different HW for each value of a secret
coefficient: HW (−2 · u0[0]) = 11, HW (−1 · u0[0]) = 8,
HW (1 · u0[0]) = 9, HW (2 · u0[0]) = 6, HW (0) = 0.
However, in practice, we analyze noisy leakage and aim for
mounting an SPA with few traces. Therefore, it is hard to
distinguish similar HWs. We experimentally found that for
the value u0[0] = 2324, we could only distinguish between
zero and nonzero secret values. Hence, instead we opted for
selecting a few chosen u0[0] to build a partition under an
adaptive strategy for recovery of the full secret key step
by step. To find the optimal constants, we first computed
HW

(
scoeff · u0[0] mod±q

)
for all possible secret coefficient

values scoeff ∈ S = {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2} and for all possible
u0[0] ∈ U . Fig. 5 shows the relation between u0[0] and
HW

(
scoeff · u0[0] mod±q

)
under different scoeff values. In this

figure, red points denote −2 or −1, blue ones 1 or 2, and
black ones 0. It can be seen that there are several candidates
for u0[0] that can distinguish different coefficients classes.
For small or large u0[0], one can divide the HWs into two
classes: “High” and “Low”. As u0[0] grows, we see that
there are cases that can divide the HWs into three classes:
“High”, “Medium” and “Low”.

Expanding the definition of “partition” in [31], [32] (i.e.,
a set of pairwise disjoint subsets of a set S whose union
is S), we define “partition with tags”: a partition of a set
S with corresponding HW feature tags. We use tag H for
“High”, L for “Low”, and M for “Medium” in the following.
For example, from Fig. 3 we know that uT = (55, 0) infers
a partition with tags: {H : {−2, −1}, M : {1, 2}, L : {0}}.
Note that the HWs are computed without considering noise.
So, in order to promote the separability of the classes in the
actual measurement with noise, we experimentally set the
following requirements:

1) For partitions with two tags (i.e., two classes): a) the
maximum difference between HWs within a class is
≤ dw2 = 3 ; b) the HW difference between two classes
(i.e., the minimum difference between HWs from dif-
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Fig. 6. HW difference for 1/2 and −2/−1.

ferent classes) is ≥ db2 = 6.
2) For partitions with three tags (i.e., three classes): a) the

maximum difference between HWs within a class is ≤
dw3 = 3; b) the HW difference between two classes is
≥ db3 = 4.

3) In addition, we should keep the HW difference within
one class as small as possible and let the HW difference
among classes as big as possible to distinguish them.
We can set smaller dw2 and dw3, bigger db2 and db3 to
select better partitions and corresponding ciphertexts.

With the knowledge from Fig. 5 and the above require-
ments, we first go over all small or large u0[0] (i.e., u0[0] ∈
[0, 836) ∪ (2493, 3329)) and find partitions with two tags
including the following ones : {H : {−2, −1}, L : {0, 1, 2}}
with u0[0] = 3 and {H : {2, 1}, L : {0, −1, −2}} with
u0[0] = 3326. Possible partitions with three tags include
{H : {−2, −1}, M : {1, 2}, L : {0}} with u0[0] = 55 (the
case shown in Fig. 5) and {H : {1, 2}, M : {−1, −2}, L :
{0}} with u0[0] = 3274. Using either of those, we can
already distinguish among {−2, −1}, 0 and {1, 2}. It remains
to be found partitions to distinguish 1 from 2 and −2 from
−1.

We separately study those cases as shown in Fig. 6.
When u0[0] /∈ [836, 2493], |HW (2 · u)−HW (1 · u)| ≤ 1
and |HW (−2 · u0[0])−HW (−1 · u0[0])| ≤ 1. This differ-
ence changes when u0[0] ∈ [836, 2493]. It is possible to find
partitions to distinguish 1 from 2 and −2 from −1 in this
region, more precisely: {H : {2, −1}, M : {1,−2}, L : {0}}
with u0[0] = 1070 (HWs 5, 11, 0, 5, 12) and {H : {−2, 1},M :
{−1, 2},L : {0}} with u0[0] = 2259 (HWs 12, 5, 0, 11, 5).

It is worth noting that the task of finding partitions with
tags under requirements is similar to constrained clustering
used in [34]. But we process the task in an ideal HW model,
not in an actual side-channel dataset. A constrained clus-
tering (e.g., constrained K-means [35]) on the HW dataset
shown in Fig. 5 is also an alternate way to select appropriate
ciphertexts. Specifically, the 5 HW values related to some
u0[0] are clustered into two or three clusters according to
the requirements. Refer to Appendix B for details.

Attack Methodology Based on the above partitions with
tags, an SPA can be constructed that recovers the secret key
with few traces under an adaptive strategy and without

{−2,−1, 0, 1, 2}

{−2,−1} {1, 2}{0}

{−1} {−2}{X} {2} {1}{X}

H ML

H ML H ML

Fig. 7. Attack decision tree generated by two partitions with tags.

requiring sensitive and detailed profiling as e.g., necessary
for template attacks. We show the adaptive strategy in Fig. 7.
The root node is the set of all possible values of a secret-key
coefficient. The nodes in the second level are subsets classi-
fied by partition with tags {H : {−2, −1}, M : {1, 2}, L :
{0}}. The nodes in the third level are subsets classified by
partition with tags {H : {−1, 2}, M : {1, −2}, L : {0}}.
The leaf nodes in blue are valid values, the ones in red are
invalid values (X = 100 in our test).

Concretely, the attack is carried out as described by the
Alg. 5, using four traces in total. The details of Step 1
have been described above. Step 2 is carried out in our
experimental setup, each query (sending a chosen ciphertext
to the target device) corresponds to one trace, each trace
contains the side-channel leakage of 256 coefficients of s0
(or s1). The task of analyzing the traces in Step 3 is a typical
clustering problem. The difference is that we have a prior
knowledge of the expected number of clusters. A general
clustering algorithm, such as K-means clustering, can be
used. According to the values of three clusters’ centroids,
we can match each cluster with the correct tag.

1)
2)
3)

Practical Results We applied our chosen-ciphertext
SPA to the reference implementation of Kyber512 on the

Algorithm 5 SPA on reference implementation of Kyber512
Input: Set U , HW dataset, 4 related EM traces (p1, p2, p3, p4)

/*Step 1 (offline): Choosing appropriate ciphertexts
to distinguish different values of the secret-key coeffi-
cients*/

1: Choose a const1 ∈ U for a partition to distinguish
{−2, −1}, {1, 2} and {0};

2: Choose a const2 ∈ U for a partition to differentiate 1/2
and −2/−1;

3: Set uT = (const1, 0), (const2, 0), (0, const1), (0, const2);
4: Generate responding ciphertexts: c1,0, c2,0, c0,1, c0,2;

/*Step 2 (online): Recording the corresponding EM
traces for fqmul() on target device*/

5: Send 4 chosen ciphertexts and collect responding traces:
p1, p2, p3, p4;
/*Step 3 (offline): Analyzing traces combined with the
knowledge of partitions, and recovering the secret key*/

6: For each trace, select local minima as PoI;
7: Classify PoI into 3 classes (H, M, L) according to
|p (PoIi)| (using clustering);

8: Recover each coefficient of s0 (or s1) according to the
decision tree and actual partitions in p1, p2 (or p3, p4).

9: return secret key sT = (s0, s1)
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Fig. 8. EM trace with classification into three classes for u0[0] = 55.

Fig. 9. EM trace with classification into three classes for u0[0] = 1070.

STM32F407 (cf. Section 2.5 for details of our setup). We
used const1 = 55 and const2 = 1070 for the two required
partitions with tags. Fig. 8 shows the single EM trace for
u0[0] = 55 with the PoI classified into the three classes H
(−1 or −2), M (1 or 2) and L (0). Similarly, Fig. 9 depicts
the single EM trace for u0[0] = 1070 ({H : {−1, 2}, M :
{1, −2}, L : {0}}). The values indicated by the black
dashed lines are calculated by averaging the closest mem-
bers’ |p (PoIi)| of the two adjacent classes.

To show the separation between classes, we project the
amplitude of the PoI on the right. In Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, the
classes are clearly distinguishable, however, we observed
other traces with some overlap between the classes. There-
fore, in these cases, we used averaging of multiple traces for
the same ciphertext. Note that in the ideal case (i.e., with
a single trace without averaging), the full attack requires 4
traces in total (for u0[0] = 55 and 1070 and for u1[0] = 55
and 1070).

We executed our attack for 16 randomly chosen secret
keys. Using four traces, we recovered the full key (i.e., all
512 coefficients) in 12 cases, while in three cases 511 of 512
coefficients (i.e., 99.8%) were correctly found. In one case,
only 510 of 512 coefficients (i.e., 99.6%) were successfully
recovered. However, we can identify which coefficients are
likely to be incorrect based on the outliers (the PoI which are
close to threshold but far from others in the same class) and
find the right values through an exhaustive search over the
5 or 52 possible values. For the four cases without complete
success, we use the averaging technique to reduce the noise
effect. When the number of traces used for averaging is
greater than or equal to 4, the secret key can be completely
recovered in the worst case. To summarize, the SPA succeeds
with four traces in total. In contrast to prior work, due
to the careful choice of u, we do not require templates,
thus avoiding the associated problem of portability between

individual devices [24].

3.2 Targeting other Functions after the Inverse NTT

As initially shown in Fig. 3, subsequent operations after
fqmul() also exhibit strong leakage that can be “amplified”
using chosen ciphertext. While we do not analyze those
functions in detail, we note that they can similarly be
targeted for key recovery. For example, in the subtraction
following the NTT, we have the following leakage model:

|p (PoIi)| ∝ HW
((
v − sT ◦ u mod±q

)
[i]
)
.

Evidently, in contrast to the attack on fqmul(), the other
part of the ciphertext (v) also influences the leakage. Hence,
an appropriate value for v can be set as:

v =
255∑
n=0

const · xn, const ∈ V.

As there are eight possible values for a coefficient of v
that maintains the bijection during compression and de-
compression, we have a larger space of possible chosen
ciphertext. Note that as 0 ≤ HW (v) ≤ 6, a zero coefficient
of the secret key s no longer automatically falls in the “Low”
class. The larger set of possible chosen ciphertext means
that there are more possible partitions with tags, which will
possibly further facilitate key recovery.

4 SPA OF ARM-SPECIFIC IMPLEMENTATION

In the previous section, we showed that a generic, “clean”
reference implementation of Kyber is vulnerable to SPA.
In this section, we extend our analysis to the pqm4 im-
plementations specifically optimized for ARM Cortex-M4
µCs. In this optimized version, some functions are manually
written in assembly to obtain a memory-efficient, high-
speed implementation [36]. As word-parallel additions and
subtractions are used and the inverse NTT is re-organized,
the attack from Section 3 no longer applies in a straightfor-
ward way. We make use of a recent idea to focus on the side-
channel leakage of the message m in lattice-based PKE and
KEM schemes [21], [23]. However, while these two earlier
works only considered leaking the message to obtain the
ephemeral shared secret, we show that message recovery
also allows an adversary to recover the long-term secret key
by carefully choosing the ciphertext components u and v. To
this end, we first focus on the encoding/decoding functions
that deal with the messages and discuss their susceptibility
to SCA. We then present our side-channel based message
recovery for two different compiler optimization levels (-O0
and -O3), and finally show how the long-term secret key can
be recovered from the messages.

4.1 Encoding and Decoding in Decapsulation

We found that there are two operations that are per-
formed coefficient-wise in the ARM-specific implementa-
tion, i.e., the encoding and decoding functions3 named

3. We retain the original definitions in [28], i.e., decoding is a function
which deserializes a message array into a polynomial, encoding is the
inverse function of decoding.
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Algorithm 6 Encoding: poly_tomsg()
Input: Input polynomial in coeffs [256]

1: for i = 0 . . . 31 do
2: msg [i] = 0;
3: for j = 0 . . . 7 do
4: t = (((coeffs [8 · i+ j]� 1) + q/2) / q) & 1;
5: msg [i] | = t� j;
6: end for
7: end for
8: return msg

Algorithm 7 Decoding: poly_frommsg()
Input: Input message in msg [32]

1: for i = 0 . . . 31 do
2: for j = 0 . . . 7 do
3: mask = − ((msg[i]� j) & 1);
4: coeffs [8 · i+ j] = mask & ((q + 1) /2);
5: end for
6: end for
7: return coeffs []

poly_tomsg()and poly_frommsg()4 used in decapsu-
lation. Alg. 6 and Alg. 7 show the pseudocode for en-
coding and decoding respectively. The encoding includes
Compress(), which compresses a value from Zq into Z2

(line 4 in Alg. 6) and packs 8 bits into one byte in bit-
reversed order. Note that in Kyber KEM, the output of
poly_tomsg() in the decryption step (Alg. 2) is the input
of decoding in the re-encryption step (Alg. 1).

Conversely, the decoding function (Alg. 7) consists of the
unpacking of bytes to bits and subsequent decompression,
mapping each bit to 0 or (q + 1) /2 (line 4).

Leakage of Encoding and Decoding Functions From
Alg. 6, we see that t = 1 if (q − 1) /4 < coeff [8 · i+ j] <
(3q + 1) /4, and otherwise, t = 0. The authors of [23] use
a t-test to detect the respective difference in the trace, and
then use a template attack to recover m. For Alg. 7, it is
clear that the mask and the output coefficients are different
depending on the respective message bit (mask = 0xffff and
coeffs [8 · i+ j] = (q + 1) /2 if message bit i is one). The
authors of [21] targeted a similar function in NewHope, and
found that this difference can be observed with one EM trace
in a reference implementation without optimization (-O0).

In the Kyber KEM, one can choose which function
(encode or decode) to target for message recovery. This is
because decapsulation invokes decryption (which finally
encodes the message), directly followed by encryption,
which decodes the same message, cf. Alg. 4. We found in
our experiments that the leakage of the decoding function
(Alg. 7) was more suitable for SPA, as the mask takes values
with strongly differing HW. Thus, in the following we show
how this leakage can be used to recover the message and
subsequently the secret key.

4.2 Chosen-Ciphertext SPA of Decoding Function
Inspired by the method of choosing ciphertext presented
in [14], we found that the message-recovery attacks go

4. https://github.com/mupq/pqm4/blob/84c5f91/crypto_kem/k
yber768/m4/poly.c#L518

beyond recovery of the shared key—they can also be used
for recovering the secret key under a CCA. Our strategy is:

1) Choose ciphertexts to reveal a “strong relationship”
between the secret key and the message (i.e., the re-
lation between five different coefficient choices and the
respective message values).

2) Recover the message from the side-channel leakage
during KEM decapsulation.

3) Use the “strong relationship” to recover the secret key
based on few recovered messages.

The authors of [14] use a similar strategy, but focus
on the error correcting codes or FO transformation and
recover the secret polynomial one coefficient at a time via
the distinguishability of one message bit. Their method
requires 7,680 traces. We propose a more efficient method
that requires only eight traces to recover the full secret key in
Kyber512 KEM for the pqm4 ARM-specific implementation
at -O0. Further, we show that with only moderate increase
in the number of traces, this approach can also be applied
to the implementation compiled at -O3.

The reduced traces requirement of our approach stems
from the fact that we focus on the leakage of simple,
low-level arithmetic to recover all message bits. We then
use specifically crafted ciphertexts to recover the long-term
secret key from that. In contrast, [14] targets the leakage
of a non-linear hash or error-correcting code, resulting in
the leakage being influenced by multiple coefficients and
thus making it harder to distinguish with a small number of
traces.

4.2.1 Constructing Chosen Ciphertexts

Unlike the ciphertext construction method in Section 3, here
we choose special u and v so that each message bit acts as a
binary classifier that can distinguish the five possible values
for the respective coefficient of the secret key s. The authors
of [14] used an iterative randomized search algorithm to
find ciphertexts meeting their criteria. Here, we refine this
principle in order to determine the range.

Recalling that even if we recover the message m based
on the decoding function, we still know the values used
in the preceding encoding, because the latter produces the
message m. From Alg. 6 we know that

t8i+j =

{
1, if (q − 1) /4 < coeffs [8 · i+ j] < (3q + 1) /4;

0, otherwise.

where t8i+j is the (8i+ j)-th bit of m. Also, note that
coeffs [] is the output of:

coeffs = v −NTT−1
(
ŝT ◦NTT (u)

)
= v − (s0 · u0 + s1 · u1)

= v − s0 · u0 (let u1 = 0).

From this and because we control u0 and v, we know
that the value of t8i+j (i.e., one bit of the message) entirely
depends on the value of one single coefficient of the secret
key. Note that as explained in Section 3, we choose possible
values of u0 and v from the respective sets of fixed points.

For example, if we choose uT = (211, 0) and v =∑255
n=0 416 · xn, then t8i+j = 1 iff s0 [8i+ j] = −2 (because

https://github.com/mupq/pqm4/blob/84c5f91/crypto_kem/kyber768/m4/poly.c#L518
https://github.com/mupq/pqm4/blob/84c5f91/crypto_kem/kyber768/m4/poly.c#L518
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Fig. 10. Some examples of changes of m-distribution over the variation
of u0 with a fixed v =

∑255
n=0 416 · xn (c: abbreviation for coeff).

all other possible values for the secret coefficient lead to
coeffs [8 · i+ j] being outside the interval [833, 2496]).

Similarly, we can find u0, v such that t8i+j = 1 iff
s0 [8i+ j] = −2 or −1, s0 [8i+ j] = 0, and s0 [8i+ j] = 2
or 1. Going through all possible values of u0 and v, we find
that there are 29 different m-distributions on the 5 possible
coefficient values. We regard each distribution (except the
cases where the m value is always zero or always one for all
possible coefficient values) as a binary classifier which can
divide the 5 possible coefficient values into two categories
based on one bit value of m. Fig. 10 illustrates this for fixed
v =

∑255
n=0 416 · xn and different values of u0.

Table 1 gives partial result of classifiers for a fixed v =∑255
n=0 416 · xn and u0 being a constant within the indicated

intervals (only using values in U ). We can utilize this in a
One-versus-the-Rest (OvR) classifier, a basic method from
multi-class classification [37]. Even though there are not
many OvR classifiers in our case, we can build equivalent
classifiers. For example, when u0 ∈ [211, 416], the distribu-
tion is a OvR classifier. If we combine this with [419, 624],
we have an equivalent OvR classifier for (0, 1, 0, 0, 0).
Similarly, we can construct (0, 0, 0, 0, 1) and (0, 0, 0, 1, 0).
With these adaptively chosen 4 different distributions (the
final four cases in Fig. 10, i.e., u0 = 211, 419, 2705, 2913),
we can recover all the five different coefficients.

Note that other combinations of the 27 non-trivial dis-
tributions can also achieve the goal of distinguishing five
possible values of coefficients. For brevity, in the following
we only use the above four ciphertexts as chosen-ciphertexts
without losing universality.

If we can recover the message (in other words: distin-
guish t = 1 from t = 0), we can thus recover half of the
secret key (s0) with only 4 different chosen ciphertexts. More
precisely, let mu0 denote the vector of recovered message
bits for a given ciphertext u0 (and v =

∑255
n=0 416 · xn).

Then we have the following relation between i-th bit mu0
i

and the i-th coefficient s0[i] of the secret polynomial s0:

m211
i = 1, iff s0[i] = −2;

m419
i −m211

i = 1, iff s0[i] = −1;

m2705
i −m2913

i = 1, iff s0[i] = 1;

m2913
i = 1, iff s0[i] = 2;

else, iff s0[i] = 0.

TABLE 1
m-distributions for different intervals of u0 [0] with v =

∑255
n=0 416 · xn

u0

t coeff. of s
-2 -1 0 1 2

[0, 208] 0 0 0 0 0
[211, 416] 1 0 0 0 0
[419, 624] 1 1 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
[2705, 2910] 0 0 0 1 1
[2913, 3118] 0 0 0 0 1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fig. 11. Example trace at -O0 (blue) showing the differences between
message bit = 0 and 1. Reference trace r1 (with all bits set 1) in gray.

Hence, we get the coefficient vector s0 of the polynomial s0:

s0 = (−2) ·m211 + (−1) ·
(
m419 −m211

)
+ 1 ·

(
m2705 −m2913

)
+ 2 ·m2913.

The second half s1 can be recovered with four more
traces, using the same values but for u1, setting u0 = 0.
Next, we practically demonstrate how the message can be
recovered for different optimization levels (-O0 and -O3).

4.2.2 Message Recovery for -O0
From Alg. 7, it is clear that the value of mask and the output
polynomial coefficients differ depending on the respective
message bit (mask = 0xffff and r [8 · i+ j] = (q + 1)/2 iff
((msg[i]� j) & 1) = 1). As evident in Fig. 11, the difference
between a message bit being 0 or 1 is visible in the respective
trace when poly_frommsg() is compiled at -O0.

Our algorithm for automated message recovery can be
described in two steps: First, we determine the locations of
PoI using local extreme value search based on the reference
trace r1 where all message bits are 1, as shown in Alg. 8. This
step also computes a threshold T to distinguish message bit
values. To enhance separability, we utilize the differences
between local maxima and minima to calculate the thresh-
old rather than using only the local extrema. In the actual
attack phase, given a target trace p (t), Alg. 9 reconstructs
the message by comparing the difference at the previously
determined PoI to the threshold T .

We found that our message recovery process can cor-
rectly recover 100% of the message bits from a single trace.
Using the methods from Section 4.2.1, we can hence recover
the full secret key with eight traces in total.

Note that our algorithm requires a one-time profiling
step (Alg. 8) , typically carried out using a profiling device.
As the PoI are points in time, they are unlikely to differ
between different profiling and target device. On the other
hand, the threshold T is an amplitude quantity and hence
might vary depending on device, measurement setup and
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so on. However, Alg. 9 can be easily modified to compute
the threshold in real-time using only the target trace. This
can be achieved by clustering the observed δ at the PoI into
two groups, and finding the best threshold to distinguish
these clusters (similar to the approach in Section 3).

Alternatively, the profiling can also be carried out with
the actual target device, avoiding any potential issues due
to portability of the PoI and T . For this, the adversary crafts
special ciphertexts as inputs to poly_frommsg() in the ini-
tial decoding step (lines 1-2 in Alg. 2) within the decryption
in decapsulation. For instance, setting v =

∑255
n=0 1665 · xn

and u0 = u1 = 0 leads to an all-one message in this step
(details in Table 8 in Appendix D). Hence, our algorithm
is robust towards portability issues that typically affect
template attacks, which heavily rely on precise amplitude
profiling.

4.2.3 Message Recovery for -O3
When compiled at -O3, the leakage of the coefficient-

wise processing of the message is less pronounced com-
pared to -O0. To be able to employ a similar approach as in
Section 4.2.2, we rely on averaging of N traces for the same
chosen ciphertext. Again, we use an initial profiling step to
determine PoI and threshold. As explained in Section 4.2.2,
this can be done using a dedicated profiling device or on
the target device through appropriately chosen ciphertext.
In contrast to -O0, we use mean reference traces averaged
over R = 400 traces with all-zero/all-one message each.
Precisely, the profiling is shown in Alg. 10.

The actual message recovery continues in a similar way
to Alg. 9, however, it operates on an average over N traces
pi (t) as follows. We first compute the average trace as:
p (t) =

(∑N
i=1 pi (t)

)
/N . Then, rather than focusing on the

difference between minimum and maximum (cf. line 3 in
Alg. 9), we compute the δ (i) at each PoI as the difference
between p (t) and the average reference trace for the “all-
zero” case r0 (t), i.e., δ (i) = p (PoI(i)) − r0 (PoI(i)).
Because T is negative, a 1 is recovered if δ (i) < T , and
a 0 otherwise. Fig. 12 shows an example with two average
difference traces. The success rate (i.e., the percentage of
correctly recovered secret coefficients) of our method over
the total number of traces, i.e., 8 ·N , is shown in Fig. 13. In
all cases, the reference traces were computed for R = 400,

Algorithm 8 PoI detection and threshold (-O0)
Input: Reference trace where all message bits are 0: r0 (t),

reference trace where all message bits are 1: r1 (t)
1: Find PoI: Perform local extrema search on r1 to find 256

local maxima and minima:
2: PoImax = {PoImax(0), . . . , PoImax(255)}
3: PoImin = {PoImin(0), . . . , PoImin(255)}
4: Find average difference between maxima and minima:
5: for i = 0 . . . 255 do
6: a0 (i) = r0 (PoImax(i))− r0 (PoImin (i))
7: a1 (i) = r1 (PoImax(i))− r1 (PoImin (i))
8: end for
9: Compute threshold:

T = 0.5 ·
(∑255

i=0 a0(i)/256 +
∑255
i=0 a1(i)/256

)
10: return PoImin, PoImax, T

Algorithm 9 Message recovery (compiled at -O0)
Input: PoImin, PoImax, T , trace to be analyzed p (t)

1: msg = (0, 0, . . . , 0)
2: for i = 0 . . . 255 do
3: δ (i) = p (PoImax(i))− p (PoImin(i))
4: if δ (i) > T then
5: msg [i]← 1
6: else
7: msg [i]← 0
8: end if
9: end for

10: return msg

Fig. 12. Average difference trace δ (blue) showing the differences be-
tween 0 and 1 bits. Difference-of-means reference trace ∆r in gray.

and the experiment was carried out for 16 randomly chosen
secret keys. As evident in Fig. 13, the success rate stabilizes
at 100% after approximately 960 traces in total (i.e., 120
traces per ciphertext). Furthermore, there is also a trade-off
with partial exhaustive search, e.g., the success rate reaches
98% (i.e., recovering 502 of 512 coefficients) after 184 traces
(i.e., 23 traces per ciphertext). This translates to a remaining
brute-force effort of 510. Compared to the previous research
of [14], which requires 7,680 traces for full key recovery
for Kyber512, our method succeeds with substantially fewer
traces. In contrast to [21], our approach avoids using a lot
of reference traces (256k traces used in [21]) in the message
recovery phase and has a better success rate (cf. Table 3).

5 CONCLUSION AND COUNTERMEASURES

Our work presented efficient EM side-channel-assisted
Chosen-Ciphertext Attacks against IND-CCA Kyber. We
identified several fundamental building blocks in Kyber that
leak sensitive information via side-channels. Thereafter, we

Algorithm 10 PoI detection and threshold (-O3)
Input: Reference traces where all message bits are 0: r0,i (t),

reference traces where all message bits are 1: r1,i (t)

1: r0 (t) =
(∑R

i=1 r0,i (t)
)
/R, r1 (t) =

(∑R
i=1 r1,i (t)

)
/R

2: ∆r (t) = r1 (t)− r0 (t)
3: Find PoI: Perform downward peak detection on ∆r (t)

to find 256 local minima:
4: PoImin = {PoImin(0), . . . , PoImin(255)}
5: Threshold: T = 0.5 ·

(∑255
j=0 ∆r (PoImin(j))

)
/256

6: return PoImin, T
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TABLE 2
Comparison with previous SCA-assisted secret-key recovery schemes on Kyber512

Scheme Target operation Implementation setting Type of SCA Attack cost†
Success rate

profiling attacking
Our scheme in Sec. 3 Output of NTT−1 Reference (-O3); 168 MHz SPA 0 4/16 ≈ 100%/100%
Our scheme in Sec. 4 Decode in Decryption ARM-specific (-O0); 168 MHz SPA+reference 2* 8 100%
Our scheme in Sec. 4 Decode in Decryption ARM-specific (-O3); 168 MHz SPA+reference 800* 184/960 98%/100%
Scheme in [14] Hash function in FO ARM-specific (-O3); 24 MHz SPA 100 2560/7680 99%/100%

TABLE 3
Comparison with previous SCA-assisted message recovery schemes on lattice-based PKEs

Scheme Target PKE Implementation setting Type of SCA Attack cost†
Success rate

profiling attacking
Our scheme in Sec. 4.2.2 Kyber512 ARM-specific (-O0); 168 MHz SPA+reference 2* 1 100%
Our scheme in Sec. 4.2.3 Kyber512 ARM-specific (-O3); 168 MHz SPA+reference 800* 120 100%
Scheme in [21] NewHope Reference (-O0); 59 MHz SPA -‡ 1 ≥ 99.5%
Scheme in [21] NewHope Reference (-O3); 59 MHz Template 256k 1 > 99%
Scheme in [23] NewHope512 ARM-specific (-O3); 24 MHz Template 100/12.8k/256k 256/32/1 100%/100%/98.5%
† We set the number of traces used as the attack cost. It contains two parts: the cost in profiling step and the cost in actual attacking step.
* When attackers merge the profiling step into the actual attack, this number can be transferred to the actual number of traces in attacking.
‡ It is not stated whether there is a profiling step.

showed how an attacker could construct malicious cipher-
texts to magnify side-channel leakage and then extract the
long-term secret key using a very small number of traces.

Summary We experimentally validated our attack strate-
gies on both reference and optimized implementations of
Kyber (specifically Kyber512) from the popular pqm4 li-
brary. For the reference implementation, a direct key re-
covery is possible using only four traces with 100% success
rate. For the assembly-optimized implementation, we ob-
served that using a small number of traces we could not
perform key recovery directly but could perform message
recovery with high accuracy. Finally, we showed that the
recovered message has a strong relationship with the long-
term key and by exploiting this relationship adaptively,
an attacker could easily compute the long-term secret key.
Our experimental results show that our attack needs only 8
and 960 traces at -O0 and -O3 compiler-optimization levels
respectively to recover the long-term secret key from the
optimized implementation. The comparisons with previous
related works are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3.

Extension to other PQC Schemes As the fundamental
building blocks are similar in all lattice-based PKE or KEM
schemes (although their algorithms and implementations
may vary), it might be possible to extend our attacks to the
other PQC candidate schemes with some adaptations.

Fig. 13. Average (red) and min/max (gray) percentage of correctly re-
covered secret-key coefficients (success rate) vs. total number of traces.
Average computed over 16 random secret keys. Success rate reaches
98% after 184 traces and stable at 100% after 960 traces.

Our first attack on a reference implementation is aimed
at schemes which use a small value range for secret polyno-
mial coefficients and process the secret-key coefficients one
by one in some computation (such as the modular reduction
in inverse NTT). Such an attack can also be applied to NTRU
Prime, which is an alternate candidate in Round 3. Huang
et al. [19] proposed an SPA to recover the secret coefficient (-
1, 0 or 1) from the polynomial multiplication. However, the
recovery of the coefficient’s sign requires an additional test.
Our method would remove the need for this step by choos-
ing a special ciphertext. Our second attack exploits the fact
that each message bit is related to a secret coefficient under
chosen ciphertext. The complexity of an extended attack will
vary from scheme to scheme—for example, in NewHope,
our ciphertext construction method (Section 4.2.1) cannot
be applied straightforwardly, as one bit of the message is
influenced by two secret coefficients. Hence, constructing
similar efficient CCA side-channel techniques is an interest-
ing aspect for future work.

It is worth noting that the attacks in Section 4 invoke
a message-recovery attack, so other approaches that can
extract the shared secret message (such as the template
attacks in [21] and [23]) can be integrated into our scheme.

Countermeasures Our EM-based Chosen-Ciphertext At-
tacks accumulate side-channel leakage from computations
that involve a long-term secret key. Hence, mounting such
an attack becomes impractical on applications where the
secret key is not reused. When the secret key needs to be
reused many times, masking-based countermeasures can
be applied to protect the secret key. Such countermeasures
work by splitting the secret in random shares and thereafter
randomizing the entire decryption or decapsulation. Sev-
eral generic masking countermeasures [38], [39] for lattice-
based PKE have been proposed against DPAs. However,
the application of masking typically increases the execution
time of decryption or decapsulation by some factor. Recently
Beirendonck et al. [40] showed that it is possible to reduce
this overhead if the masking countermeasure is customized
targeting a specific public-key scheme. They showed that an
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optimized, masked decapsulation becomes only 2.5 times
slower compared to unmasked one for Saber [41]. We
believe that further study in this direction will produce
more optimized masking schemes in the future. A carefully
designed shuffling could be an efficient countermeasure, as
it would disrupt the order of original secret key coefficients.
For a complete key recovery, an attacker also has to attack
the shuffling in order to recover the correct order informa-
tion. A common example is the Fisher-Yates algorithm [42].

A less computationally-expensive countermeasure could
be to detect and then discard malicious ciphertexts before
starting any computation involving the secret key. In our
attack, the coefficients of the chosen-ciphertext polynomi-
als are fabricated to satisfy a specific structure such that
the EM leakage reveals information about the secret. Gen-
uine ciphertexts are essentially LWE samples, and hence
they are indistinguishable from uniformly random samples.
By measuring the entropy of the received ciphertext, we
could detect and then discard specially structured (i.e.,
low-entropy) malicious ciphertexts before starting the de-
capsulation. However, such a countermeasure would need
further analysis and would additionally cause false-positive
rejections. After further analysis of the structure of malicious
ciphertexts c (generated from u and v), we found that they
have a fixed format (i.e., many specific bits are always 0)
and we argue it would be feasible for Kyber deployments to
filter out such ciphertexts.
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APPENDIX A
KYBER IN PQCLEAN LIBRARY

Supplemental materials for Section 3.
The reference implementation of Kyber512 is from the

PQClean library5. This library is dedicated to provide
“clean” implementations of PQC schemes that can easily be
integrated into frameworks targeting embedded platforms
and are suitable starting points for evaluation of implemen-
tation security.

Our target operation of SPA on reference implementation
is the final step of inverse NTT, i.e., 256 calls to the fqmul(),
as shown in Listing 1. It is a coefficient-wise multiplication
followed by Montgomery reduction. The relevant C codes
for fqmul()6 and the Montgomery reduction7 called by
fqmul() are shown in Listing 2 and Listing 3, respectively.

1 static int16_t fqmul(int16_t a, int16_t b) {
2 return PQCLEAN_KYBER512_CLEAN_montgomery_reduce(
3 (int32_t)a * b);
4 }

Listing 2. The C code for fqmul()
1 int16_t PQCLEAN_KYBER512_CLEAN_montgomery_reduce(int32_t a)
2 {
3 int32_t t;
4 int16_t u;
5 u = (int16_t)(a * (int64_t)QINV);
6 t = (int32_t)u * KYBER_Q;
7 t = a - t;
8 t >>= 16;
9 return (int16_t)t;

10 }

Listing 3. The C code for Montgomery reduction
From equation (3), we know that the output of inverse

NTT (i.e., the output of fqmul) is closely related to secret
key s and a part of decoded ciphertext u. In addition, the
experimental results show that the Hamming weight of the
output is leaked during the execution of fqmul(). After
checking the compiled assembly code, we found that the
leakage is highly related to a 16 bit store instruction in
fqmul(). Utilizing this HW leakage, we were able to carry
out the chosen-cipertext SPA in Section 3.1.

APPENDIX B
SELECTION OF “PARTITION WITH TAGS” VIA A CON-
STRAINED CLUSTERING

Supplemental materials for “Selecting Appropriate Chosen
Ciphertexts” in Section 3.1.

Here we provide more intermediate results during the
selection of “partition with tags”.

As mentioned in the main text, a constrained clustering
algorithm is an alternate way to select appropriate u0[0] for
partition of tags. Taking the case of “partition with three
tags” as an example, 12 different partitions (Table 4) can be
obtained using a constrained K-means clustering under the
initial constraints, i.e., dw3 = 3 and db3 = 4.

In order to promote the separability of different classes
and minimize differences within the same class, we ex-
perimentally adjust the values of dw3 and db3 to 1 and

5. https://github.com/PQClean/PQClean
6. https://github.com/PQClean/PQClean/blob/8db3ba/crypto_k

em/kyber512/clean/ntt.c#L80
7. https://github.com/PQClean/PQClean/blob/8db3ba/crypto_k

em/kyber512/clean/reduce.c#L17

TABLE 4
Partitions with three tags that meet the initial constraints

Partitions HW feature tags # Candidates*

H M L
P1 {2} {−1} {−2, 0, 1} 1
P2 {2} {−1, 1} {−2, 0} 8
P3 {1} {−2, 2} {−1, 0} 5
P4 {2} {−2, −1, 1} {0} 6
P5 {1, 2} {−2, −1} {0} 156
P6 {−1} {−2, 2} {0, 1} 5
P7 {−1, 2} {−2, 1} {0} 80
P8 {−2} {1} {−1, 0, 2} 2
P9 {−2} {−1, 1} {0, 1} 8
P10 {−2} {−1, 1, 2} {0} 6
P11 {−2, 1} {−1, 2} {0} 80
P12 {−2, −1} {1, 2} {0} 156

* Number of candidates which can form such partition of tags.

TABLE 5
Partitions with three tags that meet constraints: dw3 = 1 and db3 = 5

Partitions HW feature tags # Candidates
H M L

P5 {1, 2} {−2, −1} {0} 56
P7 {−1, 2} {−2, 1} {0} 37
P11 {−2, 1} {−1, 2} {0} 37
P12 {−2, −1} {1, 2} {0} 56

5, respectively. As shown in Table 5, only four kinds of
partitions of tags (i.e., P5, P7, P11 and P12) remain. This
result coincides with the intuitive conclusion revealed by
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 in the main text. The partitions in green
can be used to distinguish {−2, −1}, {1, 2} and {0}. The
partitions in pink can be used to to differentiate 1 from 2
and −2 from −1. The partitions generated by u0[0] = 55
and u0[0] = 1070 are candidates of P12 and P7, respectively.

APPENDIX C
DETAIL OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULT IN SECTION 3.1
Supplemental materials for “Practical Results” in Sec-
tion 3.1.

We tested our analysis scheme on reference implemen-
tation for 16 randomly chosen secret keys. The relationship
between the number of traces used for averaging and the
success rate is shown in Table 6. In twelve cases, we recov-

TABLE 6
Success rate (%) for 16 random tests

Test number Number of traces used in averaging

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
No.1 99.8 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
No.2 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
No.3 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
No.4 99.8 99.8 99.8 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
No.5 99.8 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
No.6 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
No.7 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
No.8 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
No.9 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

No.10 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
No.11 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
No.12 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
No.13 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
No.14 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
No.15 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
No.16 99.6 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

https://github.com/PQClean/PQClean
https://github.com/PQClean/PQClean/blob/8db3ba/crypto_kem/kyber512/clean/ntt.c#L80
https://github.com/PQClean/PQClean/blob/8db3ba/crypto_kem/kyber512/clean/ntt.c#L80
https://github.com/PQClean/PQClean/blob/8db3ba/crypto_kem/kyber512/clean/reduce.c#L17
https://github.com/PQClean/PQClean/blob/8db3ba/crypto_kem/kyber512/clean/reduce.c#L17
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ered the full key with 100% success rate without using av-
eraging (i.e., only one single trace for each different chosen
ciphertext, 4 traces in total). Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 in the main text
illustrated the 12th test under single-trace setting. While in
other four cases (green rows in Table 6), we cannot recover
all coefficients correctly within 4 traces. So the averaging is
used to reduce noise.

As shown in the table, averaging 4 traces for the same
ciphertext can achieve full key recovery. In a real attack,
the more traces attackers can average, the better. But as
we mentioned in the paper, in most cases, the attacker can
obtain a successful attack without averaging.

APPENDIX D
MESSAGE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR DIFFERENT CHO-
SEN CIPHERTEXTS

Supplemental materials for Section 4.2.1.
Table 7 is the full version of Table 1 in the main text. The

blue intervals are the ranges of values of u0 that generate
the reference traces (the one in Table 7 corresponding to r0,
the one in Table 8 corresponding to r1), the red ones are the
ranges of values of u0 that are used to distinguish different
secret-key values (in actual attacking step).

TABLE 7
m-distributions for different intervals of u0 [0] with fixed

v =
∑255

n=0 416 · xn.

u0

t coeff. of s
-2 -1 0 1 2

[0, 208] 0 0 0 0 0
[211, 416] 1 0 0 0 0
[419, 624] 1 1 0 0 0
[627, 1040] 1 1 0 0 1
[1044, 1248] 0 1 0 0 1
[1252, 1456] 0 1 0 1 1
[1460, 1869] 0 1 0 1 0
[1873, 2077] 1 1 0 1 0
[2081, 2285] 1 0 0 1 0
[2289, 2702] 1 0 0 1 1
[2705, 2910] 0 0 0 1 1
[2913, 3118] 0 0 0 0 1
[3121, 3326] 0 0 0 0 0

TABLE 8
m-distributions for different intervals of u0 [0] with fixed

v =
∑255

n=0 1665 · xn.

u0

t coeff. of s
-2 -1 0 1 2

[0, 413] 1 1 1 1 1
416 0 1 1 1 1
[419, 829] 0 1 1 1 0
832 0 0 1 1 0
[836, 1248] 0 0 1 0 0
[1252, 2077] 1 0 1 0 1
[2081, 2493] 0 0 1 0 0
2497 0 1 1 0 0
[2500, 2910] 0 1 1 1 0
2913 1 1 1 1 0
[2916, 3326] 1 1 1 1 1

APPENDIX E
COMPARISON BETWEEN AVERAGE TRACES r0 AND
r1 FOR ARM-SPECIFIC IMPLEMENTATION (-O3)
Supplemental materials for Section 4.2.3.

Fig. 14 shows the average reference traces on 400 traces
with all-zero/all-one message each. The differences are not
very intuitive but can be found at some peaks, so we choose
to analyze the difference trace ∆r (t) = r1 (t) − r0 (t) to
determine PoI and threshold.

Fig. 14. Average traces: r0 with all-zero message (blue) and r1 with
all-one message (red dashed).


